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Momma… 

Before you disappear
into the rabbit hole of age,
Remember… 

Green cat eyes twinkling
as secrets of womanhood
rise steamy
in the wisdom of conversations
shared over tea
in the sacred realm of kitchen. 

Before the Night of New Life
comes to rob us of light of your smile,
Remember… 

Toil worn hands guiding
small, eager fingers in the craft
of pen and paper,
slowly forming the spell of words
that would release the magic
lying in wait among the book shelves. 

Before Time's thief steals away
the last, familial connection you greedily grasp,
Remember…

New life wrapped in heirloom splendor
cradled in your arms
as generations of yourself
surround with mews and coos,
the miracle that proves our existence
to all who fail to 

Remember. 

Delivery – For Adelaide

Through the dark - Rushing
Dim lights - Guiding
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Pushing forward - Quickening
Decreasing distance - Accelerating
Must focus  - Longing 

Almost there… 

Rushing into the room
That just increased
Its population by one,
Moving with intent
Towards you
 
You, so new
Sweet, serene child
Fresh from the Creator
What secrets you hold 

Eyes wide-open,
Your old soul holds
Gifts of the ancestors
Yet to be shared 

In awe we stand,
The magi of your birth,
Humbly recognizing
Our own journey
Through the night of life

Conundrum 

What happens once the
Brave knight rescues
The fair Maiden?
 
Has he lived for
Just one moment in time?

Sure, there are the occasional
Dragons to slay
But,
They are easily dealt with these days.

The Maiden,
If she is shrewd,
Soon grows into
A Wise Woman.

Not content to
Sit beside the hearth
Pining for the knight,

She wanders the castle
Until she finds
The magic door
That releases her
Into the world of
Possibilities.
 
But where does
This leave the knight,
Who has built his
Existence 



On one moment
Of fame and glory?
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